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Conquer.
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Become the conqueror of cross-bore locating. Get down the line inspecting 30, 40 … 50 plus laterals 
a day experiencing unparalleled productivity with the Aries LETS (Lateral Evaluation Television System).

Engineered to inspect a mainline up to 48-inch diameter and a lateral of more than 150-feet, the Aries 
LETS has features robust enough to enable you to easily conquer the opportunities in front of you. Add 
the self-cleaning PE3600 Pan/Tilt camera and you have the most complete system available today for 
navigating and inspecting the toughest lateral line conditions.

Begin your conquest. Unleash the relentless Aries LETS to discover dangerous cross-bore locations. 
For more information, contact your Aries dealer or sales representative today.

projects from the 1950s when the 
work became more mechanized.”

The projects under the initiative 
are diverse, encompassing both 
system expansion and improvement, 
and source reduction. Replacement 
of eight miles of sewer mains per 
year and concrete relining of other 
sewer infrastructure by contrac-
tors, for example, falls under the 
plan. Under the ongoing Philadel-
phia Sewer Assessment Program, 
the system is inspected on an 
ongoing basis using closed circuit 
television cameras operated by in-
house crews.

 
Major capital investments

Major capital projects under 
the initiative include a $200-mil-
lion, 25-year plan to expand its 
Northeast Water Pollution Control 
Plant by 215 mgd to 650 mgd in 
wet weather. The PWD is also cur-
rently building a $47-million sani-
tary sewer overflow in Manayunk 
along the Schuylkill River. 

“This is a big project about the 
size of a football field in a down-
town business district with a lot of 
restaurants and traffic congestion,” 
says Crockett.  “We had to remove 
a recreation center which will be 
rebuilt on top of the project when 
it’s finished, but we simply had to 
face the fact that this was the only 
location where it could be built.”

The PWD also negotiates with 
satellite clients who depend on the 
department’s wastewater treat-
ment plant to reduce inputs into 
the system.

“We’re partnering with them 
to reduce their peak flows to some-
thing more manageable, in part by 
helping them find solutions to 
their own I&I problems,” he says.

 
Green initiatives

The PWD is also pursuing spe-
cifically green initiatives as part of 
its program, such as the use of 
porous asphalt for street paving.

“There are a lot of win-wins 
with projects like this,” says Crock-
ett. “Porous asphalt allows precipi-
tation to drain into the ground 
underneath the pavement instead 
of entering the stormwater system. 
We are working to demonstrate to 
the streets department that porous 
asphalt reduces ponding and freeze/
thaw damage while improving snow 
removal issues.”

Initiatives such as this require 
considerable cross-department com-
munication and planning. For 
example, last year, the city’s transit 
system created its first green roof 
bus stop, replete with a rooftop 
garden that diverts water from the 
stormwater system.

“We love to find these choco-
late and peanut butter moments,” 

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF  
ASSET MANAGEMENT

An important component of effective asset management is an 
emphasis on thorough record keeping. The City of Philadelphia has 
maintained records of its sewer and water infrastructure dating back to 
the 18th century.

“I’m not sure how far back our department goes,” says Christopher 
Crockett, deputy commissioner of Planning & Environmental Services 
with the Philadelphia Water Department (PWD). “We’ve existed in 
previous forms from the Watering Committee to Public Works to the 
current PWD, but I know we have reports on the water supply dating 
back to 1799.” 

Crockett says he continues to refer to informative reports on the 
system going back to the late 1800s.

“I love going through all of this history,” he says. “Everything is an 
archaeology project. I’m also impressed with the work people accom-
plished in previous centuries — they were consummate professionals. 
Maybe without phones, email and computers they didn’t do a million 
things at once and could concentrate more on the quality of their work.”

The Philadelphia Water Department’s Queens Lane Reservoir includes 
bump-outs for rainwater reclamation, reservoir banks and the purified 
water reservoir.

George Kunkel, P.E., water efficiency program manager, left, and Christo-
pher Crockett, Ph.D., P.E., deputy commissioner of planning and environ-
mental services, stand in front of one of the city’s green bump-outs by the 
Queens Lane Water Reservoir that have been constructed to recapture rain 
water and return it to the earth. The bump-outs were reclaimed from 
on-road parking spaces and are planted with all native species.

“It’s one of the first large green infrastructure 
programs in the country and the regulators worked 
with us to demonstrate how it could work and meet 

the targets of environmental regulations. They 
clearly wanted it to succeed as much as we did.”

Christopher Crockett

(continued)
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District metering study
The PWD has also conducted a three-year pilot district metering study 

conducted from 2007 to 2010 through the Water Research Foundation. 
Under the study, a specific district in the water system was isolated through 
engineered valving while water flow was maintained and tracked through 
a single supply pipe. 

“It’s a common technique internationally, particularly in the UK,” says 
Kunkel. “The idea is intuitive and one of those things where you ask 
yourself why you didn’t think of it sooner. We typically see water consump-
tion falling to a minimum and leveling off in the 
wee hours of the morning.  If you collect consump-
tion data over weeks and suddenly see a rise in 
demand, we can determine whether that demand 
on the system is related to consumption, or emerg-
ing leakage.”

The study not only helped to isolate leaks in 
this specific district metered area, but also allowed 
the department to moderate historic pressure lev-
els through the use of pressure reducing valves, to 
achieve a further degree of leakage control.

“Water pressure influences the rate of leakage,” 
says Kunkel. “In a pinhole leak, a much higher 
leakage rate occurs at 150 psi of pressure compared 
to 50 psi of pressure. Pressure management targets 
the weeps and seeps at pipe joints and fittings that 
are very pressure-dependent. International studies 
have shown that, over time, pressure controls also 
lessen stress on the overall distribution infrastruc-
ture, leading to fewer main breaks and extended 
system life.”

The city also continues to upgrade customer 
meters, verify the accuracy of system flowmeters, 
and categorize all unbilled treated water.

 
Quantifying success

The PWD has annually quantified the results of 
its water loss control program for the period from 
2000 to 2011 and uses free software supplied by the 
American Water Works Association (AWWA). The 
reports demonstrated that program efforts showed 
a positive economic benefit of more than $16 mil-
lion over that time. 

The PWD is also using CapPlan Water software 
from Innovyze to crunch a century of data on pipe 
materials, locations, geographic features and age of 
infrastructure. Using that information, CapPlan 

will provide the department with probability and consequence tools to 
execute informed infrastructure planning with limited financial resources.

Kunkel’s advice to any utility regarding leakage management: “All 
water utilities should conduct leak detection at a time interval that is appro-
priate for them. No matter whether leak detection is conducted every 
three years or every five years, it’s important to set up tracking procedures 
to determine the value of that program and how it impacts the bottom 
line. The AWWA provides excellent guidance on how to collect and assess 
leak detection data.” F

“We field two or three crews during the day shift, and two during the night shift, from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. 
when the city is quieter and we can more easily detect leaks in noisier areas using acoustic equipment.” 

George Kunkel
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says Crockett. “Maybe there’s a proj-
ect that’s on hold, but the PWD 
might be the catalyst that moves it 
along, or allows another project to 
piggyback onto it.  You won’t hit a 
home run with every pitch, but 
you may keep moving that project 
closer to completion.”

Crockett says that some sewer 
and stormwater projects are con-
sidered more acceptable to the 
public when they’re combined with 
an obvious improvement to above-
ground infrastructure.

“If you piggyback a stormwater 
project onto one involving the 
installation of street furniture, new 
tree plantings, or a park with a per-
meable asphalt basketball court, 
they tend to see it as a quality of 
life improvement,” he says.

Crockett’s advice to other juris-

dictions pursuing green infrastruc-
ture solutions is to do what works 
best, not necessarily assume that 
green infrastructure represents 
the best solution for each project.

“Maybe in your area grey is 
best or green is best,” he says. “I’d 
describe our system as grey with 
green on top. However, if the best 
solution for one city is a tunnel, 
then build a tunnel. It depends on 
your needs and situation. Use the 
Goldilocks principle to create the 
mix that’s right for your situation 
— not too hot, not too cold, but 
just right.”

  
Water system  
leak detection

The PWD supplies treated water 

not only to its own citizens but also 
to communities in the city’s suburbs.  
A critical component of that deliv-
ery is controlling water loss and leaks 
and auditing those results with an 
eye to the bottom line. 

The city maintains 3,159 miles 
of water mains ranging in diame-
ter from 6 to 93 inches. The aver-
age age of mains is 68 years, although 
the city also claims the oldest active 
piping in the country, dating back 
to 1822. About 65 percent of mains 
are made of cast iron, and 25 per-
cent are newer mains made of duc-
tile iron. Other materials account 
for 10 percent.

The department fields a 20-per-
son team dedicated to detecting 
water main leaks. The team covers 

approximately 1,000 miles of line 
each year in leak listening surveys, 
so that the system is scanned, on 
average, once every three years.

 
Extensive asset records

“We believe that this is just about 
right for our system,” says George 
Kunkel, water efficiency program 
manager with the PWD.  “We’ve 
been working to that schedule for 
more than 30 years. We’ve been 
consistently maintaining asset records 
and our leak detection tracking 
data, costs and savings goes back 
to the late 1970s. We’ve got a good 
basis for a cost-benefit argument 
supporting that schedule.”

Areas of the city prone to leaks 
receive more frequent attention, 
up to once every 18 months, while 
newer infrastructure lags slightly 
at four years.

“We field two or three crews 
during the day shift, and two dur-
ing the night shift, from 10 p.m. to 
6 a.m. when the city is quieter and 
we can more easily detect leaks in 
noisier areas using acoustic equip-
ment,” says Kunkel. “They perform 
general sounding using acoustic 
listening devices and when they 
have a suspicion of where the leak 
is, they pinpoint it using a leak cor-
relator. The team will do further 
checking manually and mark the 
location with spray paint, then 
refer the location for repair.”

Acoustic leak detection works 
best in smaller mains located close 
to the surface. For larger diameter 
transmission mains buried deeper, 
the department has conducted a 
five-year pilot study using Sahara, a 
technology service offered by Pure 
Technologies. Sahara employs an 
acoustic sensor outfitted with a 
parachute that’s inserted into a tap 
on pipelines 16 inches in diameter 
or larger. Tethered outside, the 
device is carried through the main 
along with the water flow, as a 
human operator outfitted with a 
locating tool shadows its passage 
on the surface.

Sahara has located 76 leaks in 
more than 36 miles of mains since 
2007. Some of those leaks were 
found in challenging locations that 
included mains running under a 
creek, beneath wooded parkland 
and below an interstate highway.

All told, the PWD repaired 954 
water main breaks and over 2,500 
leaks in 2011.

“We love to find these chocolate and peanut butter 
moments. Maybe there’s a project that’s on hold, but 
the PWD might be the catalyst that moves it along, or 
allows another project to piggyback onto it. You won’t 

hit a home run with every pitch, but you may keep 
moving that project closer to completion.” 

Christopher Crockett

Water distribution repair workers 
Joe Pasquarello, left, and Craig 
Brennan set up magnetic micro-
phone sensors to listen for leaks 
and record the sounds. By setting 
up microphones in different locations, 
the operator can determine where 
the leak is located. 

Water conveyance supervisor John Bevan runs a hydrant to find the pressure 
rating and determine if there is a leak.
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Repairing the joints in 
larger diameter iron or 
steel pipes of a potable 
water supply system has 

never been an easy process. The 
traditional approach of digging 
up and replacing each lead-sealed 

bell joint one at a time is expen-
sive and time consuming, not to 
mention disruptive to traffic and 
customers. Restoring street sur-
faces every 10 to 13 feet adds tre-
mendous non-pipe repair-related 
costs to these projects.

The Rausch USA QuickLock 
point repair system eliminates most 
of the excavating and resurfacing 
costs by sealing these joints from 
inside the distribution pipe. Per-
forming joint work from inside 
the pipe allows the infrastructure 
owner to avoid most of the hassles 
typically associated with these 
jobs. The Rausch Electronics USA 
inside-the-pipe repair or mainte-
nance technology is approved by 
the U.S. EPA for potable water  
systems. This repair process was 
also approved by the Pennsylvania 
Department of Environmental 
Protection.

This technology was observed 
in the course of a scheduled job 
on a hot July day in the Borough 
of Bellefonte, Pa. The Borough’s 
public works crew’s assignment 
was to replace every joint in a 600-
foot section of a 50-year-old, 12-inch-
diameter, ductile iron waterline 
under one of the borough’s busi-
est streets. Bellefonte is located 
about 10 miles from State College 
— home of Penn State University 
— and is the first municipality in 
the Commonwealth to implement 
this technology.

Crew members included Ron 
Pletcher, Dave Kleinfelter, Greg 
Brown and Brett Meyer. During 
the work, borough manager Ralph 
Stewart and William Comly Jr., 

the public works superintendent, 
stopped by to see the system in 
operation. Rausch president Rudy 
Ellgass, marketing coordinator Josh 
Frankenfield and national prod-
uct consultant Jeff Rager were on 
site to both observe and, if neces-
sary, offer instruction.

 
Walk around

There are three components 
to the QuickLock system that are 
used in conjunction with a Rausch 
tractor and its related control sys-
tem, a CCTV camera, the associ-
ated data and image recording 
systems and an appropriate deploy-
ment platform.

TECHNOLOGY
TEST DRIVE
EQUIPMENT: 
Rausch USA QuickLock  
point repair system

MANUFACTURER: 
Rausch Electronics USA

LOCATION OF DEMO: 
Bellefonte, Pa.

DEMONSTRATED BY: 
Ralph Stewart, William Comly Jr., 
Ron Pletcher, Dave Kleinfelter, 
Greg Brown and Brett Meyer 
from the Borough of Bellefonte, 
along with Rudy Ellgass, Josh 
Frankenfield and Jeff Rager of 
Rausch USA

LIST PRICE: 
$145,000 as demonstrated, 
which includes deployment 
trailer, tractor and camera, 
control software and all 
incorporated components

TECHNOLOGY TEST DRIVE

MAKING A 
GOOD SEAL
QuickLock repair technology 
moves into potable water pipes
By Gil Longwell

Sleeves and their individual liners 
sit ready for assembly. The camlock 
is clearly visible inside each sleeve.
(Photography by Gil Longwell)

Bellefonte Water and Sewer Department crew member Brett Meyer uses a 
hydraulically powered circular saw to cut out a section of the old water main 
to gain access for the repair work.

The packer is an expandable 
rubber cylinder mounted on four 
wheels. The wheels are sized to 
carry the cylinder roughly in the 
horizontal centerline of the pipe 
being serviced. When a sleeve is 
positioned on the packer, the 
bladder is expanded sufficiently 
to hold it during transport to the 
joint being repaired. The packer 
is the first component of the work 
train to enter the pipe.

An 18-inch-long hollow twist-
lock connected pushrod joins the 
packer to the pushing tractor. The 
hollow pushrod allows compressed 
air to be introduced into or with-
drawn from the cylinder. At the 
tractor’s forward end, the push-
rod snaps onto a fitting. This fit-

ting is on the forward end of an 
air supply tube that has a conven-
tional male quick-disconnect com-
pressed air fitting. It is through 
this fitting, which is positioned near 
the back of the tractor, that the 
long hose from an air compressor 
is secured to the work train.

The final component is the 
expandable two-piece stainless 
steel sleeve assembly that is car-
ried into the pipe. Shipped in two 
parts, an unbroken EPDM rubber 
seal and the V4A stainless steel 
sleeve it will slide into must be 
joined before deployment. Once 
in place at a joint site, the packer’s 
bladder and the sleeve and its 
EPDM seal are expanded. The 
seal has raised ridges at either end 

that are compressed to conform 
to the receiving pipe’s irregulari-
ties. The sleeve’s internal cam lock 
system secures it into place. Once 
a sleeve is positioned at a joint site, 
the packer is deflated and with-
drawn along with the tractor, com-
pleting the repair.

In addition to joint repair, the 
sleeve also isolates the lead seals 
associated with bell style joints. If 
linear cracks are encountered, 
multiple sleeves can be placed. In 
this application, each subsequent 
sleeve overlaps the prior sleeve by 
about an inch.

Additional support components 
were required to successfully deploy 
and position each seal. These 
included a Rausch Series M tractor 
fitted with a KS135 pan-and-tilt 
camera. Rausch’s preferred POSM 
inspection software controlled the 
tractor’s movements and displayed 
the camera’s imagery.

All of this was mounted in the 
borough’s deployment platform, a 
custom outfitted 12-foot (l) by 
6-foot (w) by 6 1/2-foot (h) utility 
trailer. The onboard ELKA 600 
cable reel’s capacity of 1,000 feet 
of control cable is the only limit to 
the distance this system can reach. 
An air hose of equal length is the 
only addition necessary to make 
an inspection camera support 
platform joint-repair ready. In 
Bellefonte’s case, the hose was car-
ried, deployed and recovered on a 
manually operated hose reel.

Operation
Work on this project started 

the day before the actual repair 
when a rough 12- by 8-foot pit was 
dug around the water pipe. The 
excavation bottom was about 2 
feet below the bottom of the pipe 
to accommodate the workers, 
work platform and the hydrauli-
cally powered circular saw that 
was used to sever the pipe. Before 
closing isolation valves at either 
end of the segment, appropriate 
work zone traffic control mea-
sures were re-established. Because 
this is a borough-owned street, 
no street-cut permit was needed. 
When breached, the pipe’s roughly 
2,400 gallons of isolated water 
filled the pit. The pit was drained 
by a pair of trash pumps with the 
discharges directed to a nearby 
storm drain.

A 5-foot section of pipe was 
removed and a temporary work 
platform using a 2 x 12 plank and 
several cinder blocks was placed 
in the breach. With the plank’s 
surface and the pipe bottom at 
nearly the same elevations, the 
process of introduction and 
retrieval of the work train was 
simplified.

Rausch recommends a camera 
inspection before placing the first 
sleeve. This inspection revealed 
unexpected debris that had to be 
flushed by partially opening the 

Bellefonte Water and Sewer Department crew member Dave Kleinfelter 
holds the sleeve in position as the operator inflates (expands) the bladder. 
The packer, pushrod, tractor, control cable and air hose are all visible.  
The train is supported on the temporary work platform.

The packer’s wheel stance is wider 
than the sleeve’s unexpanded 
diameter. To accommodate sleeve 
loading, the packer’s wheels are 
easily removed and reinstalled using 
a simple push-button locking system.  

A sleeve is steadied in position on 
the packer before the operator 
expands the bladder, which will 
secure the sleeve for transport to 
the repair site.
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upstream valve. There was no way 
to know the debris situation prior 
to breaching the pipe. When the 
debris was cleared, the location of 
each joint was noted and a quick 
condition assessment was completed.

The first sleeve was introduced 
and pushed into place at the far-
thest joint. This process was con-
trolled from the deployment trailer 
using standard Rausch POSM 
controls. The operator positioned 
the sleeve so that half was on 

either side of the joint. Using man-
ually operated valves mounted in 
the control cabin, the bladder on 
the packer was expanded until the 
self-locking cam locks inside the 
sleeve were fully expanded and 
securely locked. Close inspection 
using the camera verified the 
installation.

The train was retrieved and 
the next joint was sealed. The pro-
cess was repeated until all the 
joints were sealed. Soon, the crew 
was working at a pace of one joint 
every 13 minutes. The workflow is 
always from the farthest point to 
the point of entry. When the work 
was completed in the upstream 
segment, the process was repeated 
in the downstream segment. Care-
ful selection of the entry point 
enabled the entire run between 
valves to be addressed from a sin-
gle breach point.

Because the job could not be 
completed in single day, it was nec-

essary for the borough to restore 
water service to the affected cus-
tomers. This was done using a pre-
cut length of pipe held in place 
using a Dresser coupling. This 
process is essentially a long-term 
repair solution which, in this case, 
was used first to restore water 
overnight and then reinstalled, 
permanently, when all of the 
joints accessible from this breach 
were addressed. When all joints 
were restored and the permanent 
patch was in place, the crew and 
deployment vehicle were free to 
begin setup at the next site.

Equipment used to repair 
potable water systems must be 
dedicated to those tasks as disin-
fection of the tractor, camera, 
packer and associated hose and 
cable would be challenging. Even 
with dedicated equipment, the 
crew regularly sprayed down the 
equipment with a chlorine solu-
tion between deployments.

 
Observer’s comments

The joint-sealing process is 
neither complex nor physically 
challenging. Site preparation and 
restoration are more challenging 
since nearby buried infrastructure 
must be identified and protected.

A practiced crew like that at 
Bellefonte develops a rhythm. All 
crew members worked each task. 
This cross-training is foresighted 
as it leaves all crew members fully 
skilled in every task.

The packer/pushrod is an easy 
add-on to most manufacturers’ 
tractor/CCTV systems. It requires 
no task-specific software and only 
slight modifications to install the 
bladder control valves at the 
operator’s station in the deploy-
ment vehicle.

 
Owner’s comments

“This repair process is work-
ing out well for the borough. From 
a single road cut we can handle 
many joints. We figure each road 
cut costs about $4,000 including 
road restoration costs, but there is 
a lot more benefit than a dollar 
savings. We inconvenience fewer 
residents and leave most of the road 

intact,” said Ron Pletcher, assis-
tant public works superintendent.

“Every time we do these repairs, 
we get better. The old way we were 
lucky to repair a single joint in a 
day when you consider excavation, 
repair and restoration tasks. We 
can repair joints and isolate lead 
solder. Our customers win,” says 
Dave Kleinfelter, head of the 
Water Department.

 
Manufacturer’s comments

“Worldwide, there are over 

100,000 sleeves in use in both 
sewer and water pipes. Bellefonte 
expressed an interest in the 
QuickLock product and process 
to solve leak and lead isolation 
challenges in their water distribu-
tion system. We appreciate the 
borough’s pioneering spirit being 
on the cutting edge of this tech-
nology,” says Rudy Ellgass. F
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“This repair process is 
working out well for the 
borough. From a single 
road cut we can handle 
many joints. We figure 

each road cut costs about 
$4,000 including road 
restoration costs, but 

there is a lot more benefit 
than a dollar savings. 

We inconvenience fewer 
residents and leave most 

of the road intact.”
 Ron Pletcher

Rausch USA’s Jeff Rager monitors progress from the control cab as he works 
the pneumatic controls that inflate and deflate the bladder.

From inside the control room, the operator can observe the camlock’s 
expansion and self-locking in progress.
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BETTER MOUSETRAPS
PRODUCT:
Pulsed hydraulic mixing system

MANUFACTURER: 
Pulsed Hydraulics                         
800/641-1726                         
www.phiwater.com

APPLICATION: 
Keeps grease in solution

BENEFITS: 
Extends service life of lift station 
pumps, decreases maintenance, 
reduces odors

USER: 
Deptford Township Municipal 
Utilities Authority, Deptford, N.J.

problems. Some cooperated; oth-
ers did not. “Newer buildings have 
grease interceptors,” says Cusick. 
“Older ones have grease traps, but 
many aren’t maintained. Until the 
authority completes its develop-
ment of a grease ordinance, we 
have to deal with it.”

 
Plate tonic

Carl Janson, president of Pulsed 
Hydraulics’ distributor, Riordan 
Material Corp. in Blue Bell, Pa., 
demonstrated the mixing system 
with a Hydro-Pulse bubble-forming 
plate in the wet well. He plugged 
the Pulse Mixer control panel into 
an electrical outlet at the station.

“We brought a mobile air com-
pressor and Carl hooked the air 
lines to it,” says Cusick. “Installa-
tion was that fast and easy.”

Janson weighted the stainless 
steel plate with 35 pounds, then 
lowered it 20 feet onto the grease 
blanket; however, the unit was not 
heavy enough to break through 
and sink to the bottom. “Carl 

turned on the system, and 100 psi 
bursts of air coming from under-
neath the plate gradually worked a 
hole in the blanket,” says Cusick.

With the plate on the floor of 
the well, an electro-pneumatic valve 
with high-flow factor (Cv) that 
opens and closes in milliseconds 
released a massive, well-formed 
bubble every 30 seconds. The air 
burst powered liquid and sedi-
ment off the bottom, forcing them 
upward to smash into the grease. 
As the shock waves broke up the 
blanket, bubbles began breaking 
the surface, moving liquid and sol-
ids tangentially to the walls and 
down the sides to the bottom to 
complete the mixing cycle.

The Pulse Mixer with Allen-
Bradley PanelView Plus 700 termi-
nal (Rockwell Automation) controls 
the bubble-pulse intensity, dura-
tion and intervals. Its main compo-
nents are the electro-pneumatic 
valve, a pressure regulator and 40 
micron filter with auto-drain to 
control mixing air pressure (typi-

cally 50 psi), and a switch to set the 
mixing speed at low, medium or 
high based on the liquid’s viscosity. 
Everything fits in an 18- by 16- by 
8.5-inch NEMA 4X enclosure.

 
Dynamic duo

Initially, grease clogged the open-
ings in the plate, but the longer the 
system ran, the more effectively it 
worked. “We cleaned the plates 
three times before the situation 

resolved itself,” says Cusick. “It was 
an easy process.”

The grease cap was too dense 
for the demonstration unit to remove 
it completely, so Cusick says the 
authority took a leap of faith and 
ordered a unit with two plates.

Before it arrived, the authority 
bought a QRS 5.0 (5 hp) 150 psi 
rotary air compressor from Chicago 
Pneumatic. An electrician hard-
wired the power to the compressor 
and the wall of the pump station 
where the Pulse Mixer would be 
installed. Laborers ran two airlines 
underground and through a hole 
they drilled in the facing wet well 
wall. The work took two days.

Confident the bubble-forming 
plates would work their way through 
the grease blanket, the authority 
did not pump the wet well before 
installing the system. Janson pro-
grammed its operation.

“By the second day, we could 
see grease breaking up,” says Cusick. 

“Within a week, most of it was in 
solution.” The remaining deposits 
disappeared soon after and did 
not return.

The technology also reduced 
odors by 50 to 70 percent. “You have 
to be close to the wet well to catch 
any odor now,” says Cusick. “It’s no 
longer discernible from the road.”

Based on saving $2,400 in annual 
disposal fees, the authority expects 
a return on investment in four to 
five years. After the system ran for 
four months, Janson returned to 
adjust the air pressure and mixing 
schedule to maintenance levels. 
“That will save us more money, but 
it is too early to say how much,” 
says Cusick. “The system also has 
extended the service life of the 
pumps and decreased maintenance.”

The authority plans to install 
single-mixing systems in other pump 
stations with grease problems. F

Red air hoses run to the two bubble-forming plates 
on the bottom of the 15-foot-diameter wet well at 
the 1.5 mgd RCA Pump Station. 

Bubbles formed by the Hydro-Pulse 
plate power liquid and sediment  
off the bottom of the wet well and 
force them upward. The vigorous 
mixing action keeps grease in 
suspension.

The 1.5 mgd RCA Pump 
Station, located in a com-
mercialized area of Dept-
ford, N.J., always had grease 

problems, but they grew worse with 
the development of 40 food estab-
lishments and the Deptford Mall.

The Deptford Township Munic-
ipal Utilities Authority increased 
the pumping schedule from twice 
a year to quarterly, but that still 
wasn’t often enough. Power cables 
rising and falling with the thick-
ness of the grease cap weakened 
the cables’ support system. When 
it failed under the weight of a 
12-inch-thick cap, the cables fell 
into the wet well and were sucked 
into the immersed pumps, stop-
ping all three of them.

The ensuing emergency, which 
required two weeks of bypass 
pumping and several thousand 
dollars to repair the damage, con-
vinced the authority to look for a 
permanent solution. Assistant super-
intendent Mike Cusick found the 
PHI-300 mixing system from Pulsed 
Hydraulics on the Internet. After a 
demonstration of the technology, 
the authority ordered a unit with 
two bubble-forming plates. Within 
a week, the grease was gone.

 
Dealing with FOG

The pump station, built in the 
mid-1970s, was upgraded in 2010. 
“We went from a two-pump dry well 
system to three 200 hp submersible 
wet well pumps from KSB, each 

delivering 2,000 gpm at 140 feet 
total dynamic head,” says Cusick.

Technicians cleaned the 15-foot-
diameter well with a jetter vacuum 
truck on a Sterling chassis from 
Clean Earth/Safe Jet Vac. The 
grease returned within one to two 
months. Disposing of it at the 
Gloucester County Utilities Author-
ity septage pretreatment facility cost 
$600 per load.

Operators tried controlling the 
grease odor with deodorizers and 
enzymes, but they were ineffective. 
“Nobody complained, but anyone 
driving past the pump station 
could smell it,” says Cusick.

The authority sought to con-
trol grease at the source by educat-
ing food establishments about the 
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MIXING IT UP
Pulsed hydraulic mixing system helps a New Jersey municipal  
authority manage grease in its largest pump station
By Scottie Dayton

“By the second day, 
we could see grease
breaking up. Within 

a week, most of it 
was in solution.”

Mike Cusick

BETTER MOUSETRAPS

Components in the PHI 300-Series 
Pulse Mixer includes the electro-
pneumatic valve in the upper 
lefthand corner. The air pressure 
regulator is at the top, and to the 
right is a 40 micron air filter with 
auto-drain. Centered on the 
bottom is the on/off switch and 
programmable smart relay for 
setting pulse duration, frequency, 
and timer-mixing schedules. 
(Photos courtesy of Riordan 
Materials Corp.)
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What do many work-
places have in common
with Paul Newman 
in the 1967 classic, 

Cool Hand Luke? As the prison cap-
tain in the movie so eloquently put 
it, “What we’ve got here is failure 
to communicate.”

The effects of poor communi-
cation are as evident as a water-
main break: high rates of employee 
turnover, reduced productivity, 
increased employee stress and ill-
ness that can subsequently lead to 
higher health insurance costs. Add 
to all that the fact that employees 
are being asked to work harder 
and longer hours — often with 
fewer resources — and you have a 
recipe for a toxic workplace, says 
Cynthia Kyriazis, a time-manage-
ment and productivity consultant 
at Productivity Partners Inc. in 
Overland Park, Kan.

“There’s an awful lot of discus-
sion around engagement and dis-
engagement of employees these 
days, because employers are expect-
ing more from them … and there’s 
concern about a mass employee 
exodus if the economy improves,” 
she says. “How you communicate is 
critical because it impacts employ-
ees’ self-esteem.

“If you aren’t motivating them 
or communicating well with them, 
and just treating them like work-
horses and not acknowledging 
when they do something well or go 
the extra mile for a colleague or a 
customer, it makes them wonder 
why they’re staying at their job. 
Or often times, they second-guess 

themselves, and think (they’re not 
getting praise because) they’re not 
working hard enough. Or that 
they’re going to lose their job. Or 
that they’re in the wrong kind 
of job.”

 
Middle managers are key

Years ago, respected manage-
ment guru Peter Drucker pointed 
out that the reason for most 
employee problems is middle man-
agers that communicate poorly 
with employees. To that end, 
Kyriazis notes that these “middle 
men” play a critical role in any 

organization’s efforts at improving 
communication. 

“They need to be able to 
approach employees and commu-
nicate with them in ways that don’t 
demean them, but help them get 
their job done,” Kyriazis says. “They 
also need to acknowledge when an 
employee does something smarter, 
better or faster.”

Part and parcel to that is a sim-
ple but effective rule of thumb any 
manager should follow: Praise 
employees in public if possible, 
but correct errors in private. If 
nothing else, however, managers 
should go to the employee’s work 
station, desk or office — not ask 
the employee to come to the man-

ager’s office — to personally offer 
a verbal pat on the back.

Why? In some surveys, employ-
ees say the number one thing that 
motivates them is having their boss 
come to their work station and 
tell them what a great job they 
did on a project. “As a motivator or 
a reward, money is rarely in the 
top five in surveys,” Kyriazis says. 
“It’s not always about money 
or bonuses.”

 
Set clear expectations

Another must for effective 
communication: Set clear expecta-

tions for projects and assignments. 
That includes deadlines, budget 
details, the end goal, who will be 
involved and anything else that 
might impact the employee. And 
don’t forget periodic follow-ups to 
be sure the project is progressing 
and the employee is getting the 
resources and support to help 
them accomplish the assignment, 
she says.

In addition, top-down commu-
nication is no longer acceptable. 
Years ago, it was assumed — espe-
cially by Baby Boomers — that a 
supervisor would dictate what an 
employee needed to do and how 
they should go about doing it, with 
no questions asked. These days, 

not so much — especially when man-
agers supervise younger employ-
ees, who are used to contributing 
input and ideas.

“You need to ask some open-
ended questions … help them feel 
like they’ve been heard,” Kyriazis 
says. “It needs to be a conversation, 
not a one-way dialogue.”

Speaking of one-way communi-
cation, many managers mistake 
modern technology — such as 
email, Twitter, smartphones, text 
messaging and the like — for effec-
tive communication. In reality, 
when it comes to establishing goals 
or outlining the parameters of a 
project, nothing beats a face-to-
face meeting, Kyriazis says.

“I know people sometimes are 
‘meetinged’ to death, but you can’t 
run a department through just 
email,” she notes. “Generally speak-
ing, technology usually enables a 
bad communicator to keep com-
municating badly.”

Kyriazis says delegating duties 
also can help managers improve 
communications. How? First of all, 
employees generally crave oppor-
tunities to grow beyond the strict 
confines of their job, and will appre-
ciate when managers offer such 
opportunities. Moreover, handing 
off some responsibilities that a man-
ager knows an employee can handle 
will create a stronger bond of trust 
between a manager and an employee.

“New managers are afraid of 
losing their jobs, so they tend 
to micromanage, which doesn’t 
build engagement or delegation 
or communication with employ-

THE HUMAN SIDE

FROM THE 
MIDDLE DOWN
Proper training is critical for managing good internal communications
By Ken Wysocky

We invite readers to offer 
ideas for this regular column, 
designed to help municipal and 
utility managers deal with day-to-
day people issues like motivation,  
team building, recognition and 
interpersonal relationships. 
Feel free to share your secrets 
for building and maintaining a 
cohesive, productive team. Or 
ask a question about a specific 
issue on which you would like 
advice. Call editor Luke Laggis 
at 800/257-7222, or email 
editor@mswmag.com. 

“New managers are afraid of losing their jobs, 
so they tend to micromanage, which doesn’t build 
engagement or delegation or communication with 

employees, or develop them professionally.”
 Cynthia Kyriazis

ees, or develop them profession-
ally,” she says.

Training is critical
Kyriazis concedes that the 

basics of good communication are 
essentially simple — no brain-sur-
gery skills required. Yet poor com-
munication still hampers many 
organizations from achieving their 
goals. She attributes part of that 
to employees who, due to layoffs 
and other trying work conditions 
related to the recession and bud-
get woes, are promoted quickly 
without any training in basics, such 
as communication or delegating.

It’s even more difficult in orga-
nizations that employ large num-
bers of specialists who technically 
are very good at what they do, but 
never received any guidance regard-
ing so called “soft skills,” such as 
communication, listening, negoti-
ating and so forth. As such, it’s 

imperative that organizations take 
time to properly train managers 
about the finer points of commu-
nication, she says.

“It’s difficult, because in this eco-
nomic climate, dollars for training 
and coaching managers get cut in 
budgets,” Kyriazis points out. “I see 
it in organizations ranging from 
non-profit groups to small busi-
nesses to Fortune 500 companies.

“It takes a concerted effort, too, 
not just telling a manager to go to 
a junior college and take a class,” 
she continues. “Management then 
needs to ask employees who receive 
training for a report on what they 
learned, and then watch and listen 
to them and see if there’s a differ-
ence in how they manage — see if 
they’re more comfortable and 
confident in their approach. The 
organizations that invest in this 
kind of training are the ones that 
will reap the benefits.” F
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Laptop-based inspection
The MY400 municipal inspection system 

from MyTana Mfg. Company is designed for 
small to medium municipalities that operate, 
document and maintain sanitary sewer systems. 
The system includes a self-leveling color camera, 
which has 36 Super Brite LEDs for illuminating 
large lines, and a built-in 512 Hz transmitter for 
locating. The DCB12 control system incorpo-
rates a touch screen with drop-and-drag icons 
to easily identify common problems.

The laptop-based system also allows for easy 
recording, uploading and backup of inspection 
activities. The unit includes 400 feet of pushrod and an AccuStic 512 Hz 
locator/receiver, which pinpoints problems before digging the sewer line. 
The Super Sonde is also included, providing a stronger signal for locating 
deeper problems in the lines. Different system configurations and related 
accessories are available. 800/328-8170; www.mytana.com. 

Pan n’ tilt camera
The Pan n’ Tilt push camera from Ratech Electronics is a por-

table inspection system for pipes and drains as small as 3 inches in 
diameter. Camera options include black and white, color, self-lev-
eling, micro and pan n’ tilt. The camera can be retrofitted to 
existing Ratech systems or used as a stand-alone unit. It rotates 
330 degrees up/down and 220 degrees left/right, allowing 
users to easily view the pipe condition in detail. The cost-
efficient unit is adaptable to the company’s Jet Cam.

Combining the camera with a Ratech control unit 
such as the Elite SD gives recording capability using SD/
USB drives and allows MPEG video capture and JPEG 
image capture. Also included is an on-screen display 
overlay system providing electronic distance counter, time, date and eight 
pages of memory for listing problems and displaying company informa-
tion. Standard 200-foot gel-rod cable is included. Longer lengths are 
available. 800/461-9200; www.ratech-electronics.com. 

Smoke blower
The Model 20 smoke blower from Superior 

Signal Company is designed for smoke test-
ing of sewer lines to detect sources of inflow 
and other faults. Used with the company’s 
classic smoke candles, the unit provides visi-
ble smoke that finds faults at a long distance. 
The Superior 3C classic smoke candle pro-
duces a volume of 40,000 cubic feet of smoke in 
three minutes, with the option of joining W3C 
smoke candles to create larger volumes of smoke for a 
longer time, when two or more candles are linked together.

The blower can also be configured with the company’s smoke fluid 
system to offer a liquid-based alternative for mainline sewer inspection, 
featuring an insulated heating chamber with stainless steel injector to 
maximize dry smoke output, and produce high-quality liquid-based 
smoke. 800/945-8378; www.superiorsignal.com. 

Digital detector
The LD-18 digital water leak detector from 

SubSurface Leak Detection reduces ambient, 
intermittent noises from dogs barking, cars 
passing by, footsteps, people talking, etc. The 
digital electronics samples sounds every few 
thousandths of a second, and if it detects an 
intermittent sound, it suppresses the sound 
instantly. The unit can identify continuous leak 
sounds even in difficult situations such as busy 
streets. It is not necessary for the user to listen 
with the headphones if the detector hears the 
leak on the asphalt or the ground directly over 
the pipe. 408/249-4673; www.subsurfaceleak.com. 

Sonde locating kit
The PCS-800 pipe/cable and sonde 

locating kit from Schonstedt Instru-
ment Company consists of a portable, 
belt-holstered pipe and cable locator, a 
512 Hz sonde and various accessories. 
The instrument is capable of detecting 
all buried metallic pipes or cables, by 
direct connect or inductive means. (continued)

Digital logging system
The Enigma from ADS Environmental Services 

is a digital correlation logging system used to locate 
leaks in buried water pipes. It combines noise log-
ging and correlation into one operation to provide 
improved operational efficiency. Units include a 
carrying case, are available with three or eight opti-
cally programmed recording pods, and feature 
three user-defined start time and recording inter-
vals. Pods are placed on listening locations and collected after recording 
intervals expire.

The pods are then placed back into the case, which automatically 
downloads the sound files and transfers them to the provided Enigma 
PC-based correlating software. The software automatically performs 27 
correlations (eight-pod system) and displays the results in thumbnails 
color-coded in decreasing confidence (red, yellow, blue). Each thumbnail 
can be clicked on for complete full-screen correlation information and 
advanced filtering. Results can be overlaid on Google Maps for ease of 
location. Pods can be reprogrammed and redeployed within minutes for 
the next 27 correlations allowing a user to cover large areas in a short 
time. Loggers come standard with built-in, magnetically coupled acceler-
ometers. Hydrophones are also available for plastic pipe. 800/633-7246; 
www.adsenv.com/leakdetection. 

Electrical current inspection
The ES-38 inspection unit from Electro Scan 

for sewer laterals automatically identifies and 
quantifies all cracks, joints and connection 
defects using technology to measure the variation 
of electrical current inside pipes. 800/975-6149; 
www.electroscan.com. 

Underground locator
The All Materials Locator (AML) 

from SubSurface Instruments Inc. 
(SSI) locates PVC piping along with 
other underground metallic and non-
metallic pipes and cables. The highly 
sensitive locator uses advanced, ultra-
high microwave frequencies to find 
nearly any subsurface object that has an edge. The unit can locate plastic, 
metal, wood, cable and pipe. It functions in clay, wet soil, snow or stand-
ing water without the need for a separate transmitter and receiver, wires, 
clips or clamps. The lightweight locator is designed for the utility, water, 
gas and cable industries. 855/422-6346; www.ssilocators.com.

R/T locating system
The 830 R/T (receiver/transmitter) 

locating system from Ditch Witch is 
designed to provide best performance at 
a high active frequency. The high-fre-
quency locator can trace poor conduc-
tors, such as underground tracer wire, 
and locate short lengths of utility infrastructure.

The unit has a variety of automatic features, including gain control, 
auto depth, and visual and audio feedback. The ruggedly built, construc-
tion-grade system has an IP65 environment rating, and a battery life of 
150 hours on the transmitter and 75 hours on the receiver. Adaptive fil-
tering ensures that the unit is highly responsive in all modes of operation, 
providing left-to-right guidance quickly regardless of mode or operator 
style. In PV (peak verify) mode, the system gives operators an additional 
way to verify location. 800/654-6481; www.ditchwitch.com. 

Smoke tester
The Air-Loc Smoke Tester 

from Cherne Industries is avail-
able as a liquid smoke blower or a 
traditional smoke bomb smoke 
blower, allowing accurate detec-
tion of inflow, infiltration and 
cross connections. Made of aluminum casting, the lightweight tester makes 
transportation easy.

The tester also includes a poly fan blade that has high volume capa-
bilities and can generate up to 3,769 cubic feet of airflow per minute. 
The unit is available with a Honda or Briggs & Stratton engine. Each 
engine has an easy-to-start vertical pull recoil starter. 800/843-7584; 
www.cherneind.com. 

Manhole smoker
The self-contained Turbo-Fog MH-75 

manhole smoke blower uses leakproof liq-
uid smoke cartridges to create dense, 
white smoke. Made of 11-gauge steel with 
a powder-coat finish, the blower generates 
over 7,500 cfm. No additional smoke bombs 
or garden sprayers are necessary. The unit is 
available with a Briggs & Stratton or Honda engine. 
800/394-0678; www.turbo-fog.com. 

PRODUCT FOCUS

LOCATION AND  
LEAK DETECTION
By Briana Jones
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Hach Company hosting Sewer Flow  
Monitoring webinar

Hach Company will host a Sewer Flow Monitoring webinar led by 
Kevin Marsh, vice president of Hach Flow Sales, on Wednesday, Nov. 7  
at 1 p.m. EST. The webinar will demonstrate how Hach’s Data Delivery 
Services (DDS) can provide accurate sewer flow data without the hassle. 
Participants will learn how DDS frees staff from flowmeter installations 
and maintenance, how reports are easily generated from secure 
centralized flow data, why DDS requires no flowmeter purchase, and 
more. To register, log on to www.mswmag.com/hach.

 

IDEX adds Trebor to  
Warren Rupp platform, 
names platform leaders

IDEX Corp. added Trebor 
International to the Warren Rupp 
platform. Located in Salt Lake 
City, Utah, Trebor manufactures 
ultrapure chemical pumps and 
liquid heating systems. IDEX has also promoted John Carter to president 
of the Warren Rupp platform and Fenton Challgren to president of the 
Chemical, Food and Process platform. 

 

Hanson Pressure Pipe expands  
manufacturing facilities

Hanson Pressure Pipe expanded the manufacturing facilities at its 
Palatka, Fla., location. The expansion enables the facility to produce 
larger diameter, longer-laying lengths of B-303 bar-wrapped concrete 
cylinder pipe.

 

Red Valve offers product catalog
Red Valve’s 28-page condensed catalog includes 

the latest information on its quality pinch valves, 
Tideflex check valves, non-clogging air diffusers, 
Redflex expansion joints and other flow control 
products, as well as product dimensions and 
applications.

 

Pipeline Analytics achieves Silver partner status
Pipeline Analytics, distributor of WinCan pipe inspection and asset 

management software in North and South America, achieved Silver 
Status in the Esri Partner Network. The accreditation recognizes 
WinCan software for integrating Esri’s ArcGIS geospatial technology 
platform and the Pipeline Analytics team for becoming fully conversant 
in the platform.

 

Oldcastle designs special pipe for Interstate project
Oldcastle Precast supplied customer engineered elliptical precast 

concrete pipe for the Minor Street spur stormwater drainage system, 
part of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation’s $30 million 
I-95 Revive project. A portion of the 51-mile project involves widening 
and rebuilding the northbound on-ramp to include a spur ramp for 
Minor Street, which required deep fill. The precast pipe had to be 
engineered to withstand the weight of 30 feet of compacted fill. The 
pipe had an outside diameter of 55 inches by 80 inches with an approxi-
mate weight of 20,000 pounds.

Fluid Imaging offers remote 
operation for analysis system

Fluid Imaging Technologies offers 
remote operation for its line of 
portable, benchtop, submersible and 
PV series FlowCAM imaging particle 
analysis system. Remote desktop 
operation enables lab managers, water/
wastewater engineers, research scientists, process engineers and others 
to start running a sample, monitor its progress, adjust measurement 
parameters and analyze images and data in real time.

 

Dekker Vacuum acquires HullVac Pump
Vacuum equipment manufacturer and supplier Dekker Vacuum 

Technologies acquired HullVac Pump Corp. of Ivyland, Pa. Operations 
for HullVac, provider of rotary piston and vane pumps, will move to 
Dekker’s corporate facilities in Michigan City, Ind.

 

ISCO receives ISO certification
ISCO Industries received International Organization for Standard-

ization ISO 9001:2008 certification for its quality management system. 
The Louisville, Ky.-based company is a supplier and custom manufac-
turer of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) piping products.

 

LMK Enterprises adds investment partner
LMK Enterprises Inc. brought on an investing partner and formed a 

new operating entity, LMK Technologies LLC. The company looks to 
expand investments both domestically and internationally along with a 
continued commitment to research and development.

 

Leidi Utility Supply partners with Applied Felts
Leidi Utility Supply, distributor of pipe and cable detection, inspec-

tion and maintenance equipment for Chinese municipal governments 
and agencies, partnered with Applied Felts to provide the Chinese 
market with felt liners for cured-in-place pipe (CIPP).

 

Medora to market SolarBee, GridBee brands
Medora Corp. of Dickinson, N.D., will market its solar- and electric-

powered circulation equipment under the SolarBee and GridBee brands. 

Dewberry promotes Bolton  
to VP, manager

Dewberry, a professional services company, 
promoted Robert J. Bolton to vice president and 
manager of its Denver office. Bolton joined Dewberry 
in 2010 with the acquisition of Integra Engineering, a 
company in which Bolton was a founding partner. He 
has 30 years experience in the water industry and will 
be responsible for day-to-day operations in Denver.

 

InfoSense receives water quality award
InfoSense received the Innovation Technology Award from the 

Water Environment Federation for its sewer line rapid assessment tool 
(SL-RAT). The tool provides collection system crews with a quick 
diagnosis of a sewer pipeline segment without the time and expense of  
a CCTV inspection.
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Southland Tool supports California charity
Southland Tool Mfg. pledged its support to Caterina’s Club as part 

of its business plan for future growth during a company gathering in 
July. The Anaheim, Calif., charity provides daily meals to 250 children, 
many raised by single parents. It also provides scholarships, piano 
lessons and dental work for those in need.

 

Pasteurization Technology forms sales partnership
Pasteurization Technology Group signed a sales partnership with 

Cortech Engineering to act as a representative in Southern California 
and Nevada. Cortech will offer PTG’s line of chemical-free and energy-
efficient wastewater disinfection systems.

 

Vac-Con launches municipal,  
contractor website

Vac-Con launched a new website (www.vac-con.
com) for the municipal and contractor markets. 
The site includes product demonstrations, 
equipment photos and product information as  
well as dealer information pages.

 

RapidView names  
regional sales manager

RapidView IBAK North America named Jeff Paulik regional sales 
manager for the western United States and Canada. Paulik’s back-
ground includes equipment procurement and distribution, marketing 
and administration. He will oversee efforts of all RapidView IBAK 
pipeline inspection products in his territory.

  

TRIC Tools receives export award
TRIC Tools received the Export Achievement Certificate from 

Jeffrey L. Bleich, U.S. ambassador to Australia in July. Earlier this year 
the company signed a distribution agreement with Drainchem Pty. Ltd. 
of Australia to distribute TRIC Trenchless pipe bursting products in 
Australia and New Zealand.

 

Echologics to assess pipe conditions in Singapore
Echologics will assist PUB, Singapore’s national water agency, assess 

the condition of its water transmission mains, using the company’s 
acoustic pipe Condition Assessment service. Echologics will acoustically 
survey approximately 1.6 km of cast iron and steel water transmission 
mains, ranging from 500 to 800 mm in diameter. F

 



















Malibu (Calif.) Legacy Park received the Water Quality Improvement 
Award administered by the Water Environment Federation for transform-
ing 15 acres in the heart of Malibu into a central park that has proven to 
be one of the most ambitious and innovative stormwater and urban run-
off projects in California.

MSW welcomes your contribution to this listing. Please send notices of new hires, 
promotions, service milestones, certifications or achievements to editor@mswmag.com.

 
 

 
American Society of Civil Engineers

The ASCE has these courses:
•	 Nov. 8-9 – Pumping Systems Design for Civil Engineers, Pittsburgh
•	 Nov. 15-16 – Stormwater Treatment Using Detention Ponds and 

Commercial Devices, Charlotte, N.C.
•	 Nov. 27 – Seismic Assessment and Design of Pipelines, online
•	 Nov. 28 – Time Management, online
•	 Nov. 29-30 – Leadership Development for the Engineer, Las Vegas
•	 Nov. 29-30 – Structural Condition Assessment of Existing Struc-

tures, Washington, D.C.
•	 Nov. 29-30 – Structural Design of Industrial Facilities, Las Vegas
•	 Dec. 6-7 – Storm Sewer System Design Using SWMM, Atlanta
•	 Dec. 13 – Sustainable Stormwater Hydrology: Concepts to Reduce 

Hydrologic Footprint, online

•	 Jan. 8 – Preparing and Implementing Construction Site Stormwater 
Pollution Prevention Plans, online

•	 Jan. 9-11 – Pumping Systems Design for Civil Engineers, Las Vegas
•	 Jan. 11 – Construction Stormwater BMPs, online
Visit www.asce.org.
 

American Water Works Association
The AWWA has a Regulatory Update webcast on Dec. 5. Visit www.

awwa.org.
 

Water Environment Federation
The WEF has an Asset Management: Translating Data to Information 

Seminar on Nov. 14. Visit www.wef.org.
 

Wisconsin
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources has these courses:
•	 Nov. 6 – Personal Protective Equipment, Baraboo
•	 Dec. 4 – Permit-Required Confined Space Entry, Plover
•	 Feb. 28 – Government Affairs Seminar (location TBD)
Visit dnr.wi.gov.
 
The University of Wisconsin Department of Engineering-Professional 

Development has these courses:
•	 Nov. 12-13 – Using WinSLAMM v.10: Meeting Urban Stormwater 

Management Goals, Madison
Visit www.epdweb.engr.wisc.edu. F

WORTH NOTING
PEOPLE/AWARDS

Nov. 4-8
American Water Works Association Water Quality Technology Conference and 
Expo, Toronto, Canada. Visit www.awwa.org.
 
Nov. 12-15 
American Water Resources Association Annual Water Resources Conference, Hyatt 
Regency Jacksonville Riverfront, Jacksonville, Fla. Visit www.awra.org.

Feb. 11-15 
National Utility Contractors Association Convention, Sheraton Phoenix Downtown 
Hotel, Phoenix, Ariz. Call 703/358-9300 or visit www.nuca.com.

Feb. 25-28
Pumper & Cleaner Environmental Expo International, Indiana Convention Center, 
Indianapolis. Call 866/933-2653 or visit www.pumpershow.com.

CALENDAR

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Get your subscription at wsomag.com — 
free to qualified professionals.

See Both Sides
Now there’s a magazine for the drinking water side  
of the house. Water System Operator™ (WSO) — with  
the same emphasis on the people who make it all work.  
It’s designed to help water operators:
 • Share best practices
 • Learn new technologies and methods
 • Receive recognition
 • Advance in the profession
 • Celebrate successes

WATER SYSTEM OPERATOR

TMwso

MSW invites your national, state or local association to post notices and news 
items in this column. Send contributions to editor@mswmag.com. 










